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Abstract—Over the last six years, several papers demonstrated
how intentional analog interference based on acoustics, RF, lasers,
and other physical modalities could induce faults, influence, or
even control the output of sensors. Damage to the availability and
integrity of sensor output carries significant risks to safety-critical
systems that make automated decisions based on trusted sensor
measurement. Established signal processing models use transfer
functions to express reliability and dependability characteristics
of sensors, but existing models do not provide a deliberate way
to express and capture security properties meaningfully.
Our work begins to fill this gap by systematizing knowledge of
analog attacks against sensor circuitry and defenses. Our primary
contribution is a simple sensor security model such that sensor
engineers can better express analog security properties of sensor
circuitry without needing to learn significantly new notation. Our
model introduces transfer functions and a vector of adversarial
noise to represent adversarial capabilities at each stage of a
sensor’s signal conditioning chain. The primary goals of the
systematization are (1) to enable more meaningful quantification
of risk for the design and evaluation of past and future sensors,
(2) to better predict new attack vectors, and (3) to establish
defensive design patterns that make sensors more resistant to
analog attacks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cyber-physical systems such as airplanes [1], [2], autonomous vehicles [3], [4], and medical devices depend on
the trustworthiness of measurement from trillions of embedded
sensors for critical decision making [5]. A key research
problem is how to build security into the analog circuitry of
sensors to protect against denial of service and damage to the
integrity of sensor outputs.
Today, manufacturers operate in a more reactive stance,
closing sensor security holes one by one after each is discovered. We believe that a more effective approach is to mitigate
security risks by design rather than reaction. Our work systematizes past papers on analog sensor security by providing a
simple sensor security model based on transfer functions that
map to the components within a sensor’s signal conditioning
chain. The model offers a way for sensor engineers to more
deliberately and concisely write down security requirements
and limitations concerning analog security risks to sensors.
This process helps an engineer to more quickly identify the
security limitations of sensor design and to have a way to
debate the effectiveness of various defenses.
§ Co-first authors.
¶ Corresponding authors.

Since our goal is to improve sensor design, we build our
work on a wide community of publications yet focus on investigating how adversaries may intentionally induce untrustworthy sensor output (measurement) via analog attacks, i.e., those
that employ analog signals to manipulate sensor output. Notice
that attacks within this scope exploit a sensor’s implementation
rather than the overall system incorporating that sensor. Thus,
in this paper we do not consider the following attacks: (1)
attacking the digital transmission of sensor data, e.g., on a
vehicular CAN bus [6]–[9] and in sensor networks [10]–[14];
(2) utilizing sensors to fingerprint a device [15]–[18], invade
privacy [19]–[26], or trigger malicious behaviors [27]–[30];
(3) modifying the measurand (the target of measurement), e.g.,
using a dummy finger, to fool sensors or the systems [31]–[40].
We adopt the term transduction attacks [41] to refer to
analog attacks in our scope, i.e., those where victim sensor
circuitry transduces an attacker’s malicious physical signals
to analog ones. Transduction attacks are diverse in adversarial
signal modality (e.g., light or acoustic waves), application, and
vulnerable hardware with examples including: acoustic waves
manipulating a drone’s gyroscope [42]–[44], lasers creating
false points in an autonomous vehicle’s lidar [45], [46], and
radio frequency waves injecting false audio into smart-device
microphones [47], [48]. Existing work categorizes a set of
attacks that partially includes transduction attacks [49], [50]
or uses transfer functions to describe the security properties
of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) at high-frequency inputs [51], but engineers still lack a simple language to compare
how well sensors defend against transduction attacks.
We propose a model to simplify transduction attack analysis
based in (1) mathematical models of sensor physics and (2) abstracted methods to exploit these mathematical sensor models.
Sensors may be modeled as a series of transfer functions, with
a separate function for each sensor component in the signal
processing chain. Each transduction attack exploits at least one
transfer function. We find that one can abstract and categorize
these methods to exploit the physics of sensor circuits based
on two categories of basic steps. Each step describes a method
to exploit a transfer function and is an abstraction above the
physical component level. Thus, different transduction attacks
may share some basic steps that exploit the same vulnerability
in transfer functions regardless of sensor components or sensor
type. This mathematical abstraction simplifies comparison of
attacks across different sensors and signal modalities, as many

attacks may be described as a chain of five or fewer steps.
Additionally, the model enables defense abstraction across
different types of sensors. Since a successful attack depends
on the full chain of steps, the key to defending an attack is to
mitigate at least one step in the attack chain. Within this model,
each step and the mitigation to the step are all mathematically
abstracted over sensor types and components.
Lastly, the cross-sensor analysis provided by the model
enables rudimentary prediction of transduction attacks and Fig. 1: A general signal conditioning chain of sensors. Signals flow from left
right through each component and transform from the physical stimulus
defenses. A new attack is theoretically possible if one can to
(input) to an analog intermediate and finally to a digital representation
construct a new series of steps. More importantly, a sensor (output). Depending on the specific design, variations to this schematic may
designer may implement defenses for each known step at the include multiple amplifiers or filters, no filters, filters before the transducer
design time. As such, even if an attacker discovers a new step, (e.g., CMOS) or amplifier, other circuits (e.g., comparators), etc.
she could not easily construct a successful attack as existing
defenses against other known steps may mitigate the attack.
Stimulus and Measurand. The measurand is a quantity
Contributions. Our primary contributions pertain to a simple that a sensor intends to measure, and a stimulus is a physical
collection of formalisms to better express the analog security signal involved in measuring the measurand. For example, an
of sensor circuitry:
accelerometer’s measurand and stimulus are acceleration and
• A simple sensor security model. Building upon established
force, respectively. A thermocouple’s measurand and stimulus
notation and transfer functions from the signal processing are temperature and heat. Despite the wide variety of stimuli,
community, our model introduces a vector of intentional, we have two measurement methods:
malicious noise to express how well a sensor design can
(i) Passive sensors passively accept physical stimuli and do
resist various transduction attacks. The model enables more
not emit external stimuli. For example, microphones are
meaningful quantification of risk for the design and evaluapassive sensors that capture sound from the environment.
tion of past and future sensors.
The stimuli of passive sensors, e.g., light, sound, force,
• Formalisms to help predict new attack vectors. The small
and chemicals, are generated by other objects in the
number of formalisms help a sensor engineer to capture the
environment or already exist.
security properties of sensor circuitry. Our hope is that by
(ii) Active sensors emit physical stimuli to an environment
empowering the engineer with a few simple mathematical
and actively measure the response after the stimuli’s intools and engineering steps, engineers will make fewer
teraction with the environment. For example, ultrasonic
mistakes against known analog vulnerabilities as well as
sensors/lidars measure the distance to objects by emitting
future unknown vulnerabilities.
ultrasound/lasers and receive the reflection. Active sensors
• Defensive design patterns. By systematizing the knowledge
are often used to measure quantities of tangible objects,
of attacks against sensors, our work helps to establish
such as obstacle distance, rotation speed, and liquid drop.
defensive design patterns that make sensors more resistant
For simplicity, we do not show the emitter in Fig. 1.
to analog attacks.
Transducer. Commonly a sensor’s first component, a transII. S ENSOR BACKGROUND
ducer produces an analog electrical representation of the
Existing studies on sensor security focus on analyzing the measurand by measuring a physical stimulus. Transducer
security of one or a few sensor types. Systematizing sensor heterogeneity, even for the same measurand or physical stimattacks and defenses is challenging due to the heterogeneity of uli, is the primary source for sensor diversity. For example,
sensors. For example, there are more than 370 types of sensors dynamic, condenser, and piezoelectric microphones all can
on record [52] that rely on dozens of conversion phenomena capture sound, but they rely on entirely different conversion
for measurement [53]. In this section, we show that despite phenomena [55].
great diversity, sensors share components and properties that
Analog Signal Processing Circuits. Typically, a sensor
facilitate security exploits in general.
must process a transducer’s analog signals to reduce noise
while amplifying useful information. Standard components
A. Sensors
include amplifiers to increase the signal amplitude, filters to
A sensor is a device that outputs usable measurement in remove noise, envelop detectors, comparators, etc.
response to a specific measurand [54]. We present the signal
ADC. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) digitizes anaconditioning chain of typical sensors in Fig. 1, where a sensor
log
signals for digital processing, storage, etc.
is represented as an interconnection of essential electronic
Note that a sensor may not contain all components shown in
components. Sensors transform a physical stimulus (input) to
an analog intermediate and finally to a digital representation Fig. 1. For instance, some sensors do not have filters by design.
(output). We introduce the signal conditioning chain in the Nevertheless, Fig. 1 represents a simplified yet functionally
comprehensive structure of a modern sensor.
following.

B. Common Properties for Sensor Exploits
Sensitive to Physical Signals. By design, sensors are
sensitive to the target physical stimulus, even if the stimulus
is unintended for measurement. This effect guarantees that at
least one type of physical signal will affect the sensor.
Similar Analog Signal Processing. Analog signal processing circuits often remain similar despite transducer heterogeneity. For example, sensors commonly use amplifiers
and filters, even if designed to measure different phenomena.
Thus, exploits on similar signal processing circuits may remain similar even on different sensors, e.g., microphones and
thermocouples.
Same Signal Modalities. There are three signal modalities
for the signal conditioning chain: physical, analog, and digital,
as shown in Fig. 1. The shared signal modalities show that the
same signal properties in each modality may be exploited for
attacks across various sensors.
Chain of Blind Trust. Sensors are essentially proxies of
reality. Most sensor designs use a series of electric components
to approximate the measurand. Typically, each component
blindly assumes its input is valid. However, this blind trust
can allow malicious signals to exploit components in the signal
conditioning chain without detection.
III. ATTACK OVERVIEW AND S COPE OF THE S TUDY
This research lies on analog sensor security, which focuses
on the trustworthiness of sensor measurement under the threat
of analog attacks. Trustworthiness refers to whether the sensor
measurement reflects reality. Within this scope, we use the
term transduction attacks [41] to indicate sensor-related attacks
that fall into the scope.
A. Transduction Attack
A transduction attack exploits vulnerabilities in the physics
of a sensor to manipulate its output. In particular, an attacker
generates malicious physical signals that are transduced to malicious analog signals in the sensor circuitry, either explicitly
through transducers or implicitly through other components in
the sensor. The types of malicious physical signals include but
are not limited to the following items.
• Electromagnetic radiation refers to the waves of an electromagnetic (EM) field that propagate through space. It
includes radio frequency (RF) waves, infrared, (visible)
light, ultraviolet, X-rays, and gamma rays.
• Sound is a vibration that propagates as a wave of pressure
through mediums, including gas, liquid, and solid. It includes
audible sound, ultrasound, and infrasound.
• A magnetic field is created by magnetized materials and
by moving electric charges (currents) such as those used in
electromagnets.
• An electric field is generated by particles that bear electric
charges in any form.
An attacker may generate malicious physical signals of any
modality for transduction attacks, regardless of whether the
signal is of the same type as the intended stimulus by design.

For example, attackers can use infrared (IR) to attack a lidar
(which measures obstacles with IR) or RF signals to attack a
microphone (which measures sound).
Out-of-scope: Sensor design vulnerabilities enable transduction attacks to produce untrustworthy sensor measurements.
For example, attacks can cause a lidar to detect non-existing
obstacles or a microphone to report non-existing sounds. Our
intention is to improve the security of sensor design. Thus,
we do not consider the attacks that intentionally modify the
measurand. For instance, attackers can use a hairdryer to heat
a thermocouple such that the temperature measurements are
higher than the ones of the distant environment. However,
the measurements, though manipulated, still reflects the temperature near the sensor. Similarly, we do not consider fake
fingers for fingerprint sensors [56], IR decoy flares for infrared
homing missiles [57], and melamine adulteration of milk
for measurement of nitrogen content [58], since all involve
measurand manipulation. Mitigating these attacks normally
requires alternative defense mechanisms of the systems rather
than sensor design, such as extra functionality (e.g., liveness
detection, object recognition, and protein measurement) or fusing multiple sensors for the intended application. In short, we
focus on systematizing academic knowledge on transduction
attacks from the view of sensor designers.
B. Attacker Objectives
We consider two adversarial objectives.
Denial-of-service (DoS). The goal is to prevent a sensor
from acquiring usable measurements. For instance, a strong
acoustic signal can cause unreliable, seemingly random gyroscope output if the signal’s frequency is close to the gyroscope’s resonant frequency. Thus, such a signal may prevent
proper flight for drones relying on gyroscope output [42].
Spoofing. The goal is to trick a sensor into providing seemingly legitimate but erroneous measurements. For example, for
an RC car controlled by a phone’s gravitational orientation,
malicious acoustic signals can induce false acceleration measurements and control the RC car’s movement while the phone
remains stationary [59].
C. Threat Model
In this paper, we consider adversaries with the following
assumptions.
Analog Attacks. An adversary focuses on affecting the
analog signals in a sensor and does not interfere with digital
measurement processing or transmission.
Sensor Assessment. We assume an adversary cannot tamper with victim sensors but can obtain similar sensors for
assessment. The adversary may reverse engineer sensor design
parameters, such as operational frequencies, bandwidth, signal
format, etc., and explore vulnerabilities.
Attack Range. Transmission power generally bounds effective attack range, but an adversary may extend the range
by emitting stronger physical signals at extra costs. Thus, we
focus on other aspects contributing to attack feasibility rather
than strictly range.
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B. Simple Sensor Security Model
In this section, we introduce the traditional sensor model
and base the formalization of transduction attacks on the traditional model (Fig. 2). Table I summarizes established notation
and our minimal additions to capture security properties.
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A. Simple Sensor Security Model Overview
To avoid creating overly complicated notation and terminology, our systematization of knowledge on sensor security
seeks to find a minimal amount of new formalisms sufficiently
powerful for a descriptive model to characterize how secure
existing and future sensor systems are to transduction attacks.
An underlying goal is to ensure the model does not simply
describe past attacks and defenses, but is predictive of the
future and helps sensor engineers to better build measurable
security into sensor circuitry.
The key to identifying transduction attacks is how to articulate the signal conditioning chain in sensors. Given that a
transfer function [60] is a well-established concept in signal
processing community to model system input and output
relationships [61]–[63], our model extends this approach by
encapsulating the notion of malicious interference as an additional vector of noise that maps to each stage of a sensor’s
signal conditioning chain and related support circuitry. Our
systematization of knowledge addresses the challenge of how
to capture security characteristics in the existing representation
of transfer functions by modeling transduction attacks as a
vector of malicious noise.
Our simple sensor security model for transduction attacks
consists of a series of cascading transfer functions followed
by a formulaic set of basic steps that are sufficient to describe
the predictive space of imaginable future transduction attacks
against sensor security.
Specifically, two categories of basic steps comprise the main
ingredients of present and future transduction attacks:
(i) Signal injection steps describe key methods to inject malicious analog signals into sensors by emitting malicious
physical signals and are vital to all transduction attacks.
(ii) Measurement shaping steps describe key methods to shape
injected analog signals to benefit the adversary and may be
optional depending on the target sensor and attacker goal.
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Existing approaches to defending sensor security tend to
follow an endless cat and mouse game—security researchers
find a physics-based exploit, then manufacturers deploy an
exploit-specific patch rather than create an overarching and
measurable security goal to address the root causes of that
specific exploit. The lack of a measurable, goal-oriented approach to analog sensor security makes it difficult to apply
science to defensive design.
Thus, our model seeks a balance between the salient security properties of sensors while requiring minimal additional
cognitive effort by established sensor experts. To achieve this,
our model consists of a simple adaptation to a well-established
language from the signal processing community.

Modeled with transfer functions
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Fig. 2: A generalized sensor schematic (top), the traditional and established
way of modeling a sensor (middle), and our adaptation to model a transduction
attack (bottom). The signal processing community models a sensor as cascading transfer functions. Each transfer function (e.g., fi ) has two inputs—the
legitimate signal xi and the noise signal ni . The output signal xi+1 becomes
the input to the next transfer function fi+1 . x1 is the stimulus to the transducer
(f1 ), and it is either pre-existing or transformed from a probing signal x0
generated by the sensor if it is an active one. The noise ni may come from the
electrical circuit or the external environment. The transduction attack model
consists of a simple adaptation of established practices by representing analog
security exploits as a vector of intentional noise [a1 , a2 , . . . , am ] that leads
the output y to an attacker-desired value of ŷ .

1) Sensor Model: Our approach models each sensor component as a transfer function, which characterizes its inputoutput relationship. Transfer functions are normally expressed
in the Laplace domain for analysis of the dynamic response [60], [64] and in the time domain for analysis of the
static response [61], [65], [66]. Here, we use the time-domain
representation of transfer functions, because transduction attacks usually damage or exploit the static characteristics of
sensors, e.g., accuracy and nonlinearity.
As shown in the middle of Fig. 2, traditional approaches
characterize the ith sensor component as a mathematical
transfer function fi :
xi+1 = fi (xi , ni )

(1)

where the inputs consist of a legitimate signal xi and a noise
signal ni , and the output signal is xi+1 . Note that xi+1 is
also the input to the (i + 1)th component. All signals are
time-varying, and here we omit the time variable t in xi (t)
for simplicity. The noise ni is an unwanted disturbance to
xi and may come from the electrical circuit itself (electronic
noise) or the external environment (coupled noise). In practice,
the noise signal ni and legitimate signal xi are mixed and
cannot be separated easily [67]. Our conceptual model serves
to emphasize that noise inputs can affect the outputs of the
components and introduce errors to the measurement.
Examples. We first review a few examples of established
transfer functions when the noise is additive, which is the most
widely used noise model.

TABLE I: N OTATION .
Established notation from the traditional sensor modeling
fi , f
m
xi , x
x0
ni , n
y
hi

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

transfer function of the ith component and the sensor
number of components modeled as transfer functions
legitimate input to the ith component and their vector
physical stimulus generated by active sensors
noise input to the ith component and their vector
sensor measurement (at the ADC)
unintended transfer function of external noise

ai , a

The malicious physical signals emitted for the ith component and
their vector
The malicious noise signals injected into the ith component and
their vector
The adversary transfer function
The sensor measurement desired by the attacker
Knowledge of the sensor model
The real measurement of x1 and x0 (optional for active sensors)

Notation introduced by transduction attacks

a0i , a0
g
ŷ
k
x
f
f
1, x
0

(i) A linear transfer function is defined as xi+1 = c0 +c1 (xi +
ni ), where c0 is the intercept and c1 is the slope. The linear
relationship is expected for many components in their ideal
states, such as position transducers and amplifiers [61].
(ii) Nonlinear relationships apply to most components in practice. Common transfer functions include [61]: logarithmic
function xi+1 = c0 +c1 ln(xi +ni ) (e.g., photodiodes), exponential function xi+1 = c1 ek(xi +ni ) (e.g., thermistors),
and power function xi+1 = c0 + c1 (xi + ni ) + c2 (xi + ni )2
(e.g., silicon resistive sensors). Higher-order polynomial
functions may be employed for other cases.
As shown in the middle of Fig. 2, traditional signal processing formalizes the transfer function of a sensor as the
cascading components’ functions:
y = fm (· · · f2 (f1 (x1 , n1 ), n2 ) · · · , nm )

(2)

where the output y is the sensor measurement and m is the
number of components. The inputs to a sensor include the
physical stimulus x1 at the transducer and the noise signals
at each component. Let a vector of the noise signals be n =
[n1 , n2 , . . . , nm ] and the overall transfer function of the sensor
be f , Eq. (2) simplifies to:
y = f (x1 , n)

(3)

2) Transduction Attack Formalization: Although noise reduction with signal processing circuits is a common practice,
sensor designers typically do not expect the intentional noise
injected by transduction attacks. The goal of a transduction
attack is to modify a sensor’s measurement y by injecting
intentional noise to the legitimate physical or analog input xi .
Formally, we define transduction attacks as follows:
Definition 1. A transduction attack alters the measurement
of a sensor to approach an attacker-desired value ŷ by injecting
intentional interference to the sensor. The measurement under
a transduction attack can be represented as
0

y = f (x1 , n + a )

(4)

where a0 = [a01 , a02 , . . . , a0m ] = [h1 (a1 ), h2 (a2 ), . . . , hm (am )]
is a vector of malicious noise signals injected by the attacker

at each of the m components, and n + a0 = [n1 + a01 , n2 +
a02 , . . . , nm + a0m ]. hi is the unintended transfer function of
noise that is hidden before the ith component and models the
propagation and coupling of external noise. We omit them
from the traditional sensor model for simplicity.
We demonstrate the attack at the bottom of Fig. 2. In
our model, the injected signal a0i is of the same type as
the original noise ni . The combination of the injected signal
a0i and noise ni may affect the output of components and
the sensor measurement eventually, because subsequent signal
conditioning components blindly trust inputs. A vector of the
malicious physical signals emitted by the attacker can be
formalized by an adversary transfer function g:
a = [a1 , a2 , . . . , am ] = g(ŷ, k, x
f1 , x
f0 )

(5)

where ŷ is the desired sensor measurement, k is the knowledge
of the sensor model, x
f1 is the measured stimulus from the
measurand, and x
f0 is the measured stimulus from the victim
sensor if it is active. Independently, attackers may measure
both x1 and x0 . Knowledge of the existing stimulus x1
is necessary to achieve accurate control over the sensor’s
measurement, and measuring the stimulus x0 emitted by active
sensors is optional, e.g., in spoofing sensors such as lidars [45]
and ultrasonic sensors [68].
3) Case Study—Microphone Audio Spoofing: We demonstrate how to model transduction attacks with transfer functions using a high-level example from previous work [47].
In this simplified example, an adversary’s goal is to cause a
spoofed sound measurement ŷ in the audible frequency range
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) at a microphone’s output in a quiet environment (x1 ≈ 0, n ≈ 0). To achieve this goal, the adversary
exploits the conducting wire at the input of an amplifier (f2 ) as
an unintended transducer (h2 ), which can unintentionally convert the adversary’s electromagnetic signal a2 to an electrical
noise a02 via electromagnetic coupling modeled by h2 (acting
as an antenna). h2 determines the optimal frequency (fa2 ) of
the electromagnetic signal a2 . Given the nonlinear property
of an amplifier’s transfer function, the adversary modulates
the desired output ŷ on a carrier of fa2 and recovers ŷ at
the amplifier’s output through intermodulation distortion [69].
The demodulated signal may survive in the signal conditioning
chain and spoof the microphone’s output as desired.
4) Discussion: Without transfer functions, designing a viable physical signal for transduction attacks is empirical
and requires trial and error. With the transfer functions, we
envision that the simple sensor security model facilitates the
design of malicious physical signals a that can modify the
sensor measurements to a given value and quantifying the
effectiveness. In particular, given the desired sensor measurement ŷ, an attacker can derive a by mathematically solving
an optimization problem1 . We can quantify the effectiveness
1 An attacker may acquire the transfer functions from public datasheets or
by conducting sensor assessment. If accurate modeling of a transfer function
is challenging, e.g., the unintended EM coupling effect, approximate solutions
are applicable. Though inaccurate transfer functions may degrade our model,
they seldom impair the effectiveness of attacks, especially when an attacker
does not demand a highly accurate control over the sensor output.

of an attack by the expected error, i.e., e = |e
y − ŷ|, where ye is
the real sensor measurement. An attacker’s goal is to minimize
the expected error e by optimizing the emitted physical signals
a. Conversely, sensor designers tasked with threat mitigation
may consider methods to attenuate undesirable signals injected
through each transducer, including unintended transducers. In
addition, designers should validate that real components match
their theoretical behavior, even for abnormal input.
To construct a transduction attack, the simple sensor security
model indicates two categories of basic steps.
(i) The signal injection steps involve determining the necessary characteristics of the malicious physical signals that
can inject noise to the signal conditioning path efficiently,
including the injection point and signal parameters.
(ii) In the measurement shaping steps, we consider how an attacker can construct physical signals such that the injected
analog signals (“injected signals” hereafter) can shape the
sensor measurement to desired values.
In the following, we elaborate on the two categories of steps.
C. Signal Injection Steps
To successfully and efficiently inject malicious analog signals into a sensor, an attacker must consider (1) the injection
point, i.e., before or after the intended transducer, and (2)
which signal types, amplitudes, and frequencies of the emitted
physical signals are most efficient.
1) Injection Point and Signal Type: Since transducers are
by design the only component that intends to accept external physical inputs, we divide the injection point into pretransducer (at or before the intended transducer) and posttransducer (after the intended transducer). The injection point
determines the required signal type.
Pre-Transducer. Attackers may exploit how transducers
are designed to be sensitive to at least one type of physical signal (Section II-B). Most existing transduction attacks
exploit injection points at or before the intended transducers.
Intuitively, the malicious physical signal a1 can be the same
type of signal as the legitimate stimulus x1 so that they are
inherently noise inputs without conversion. For example, Petit
et al. [46] and Shin et al. [45] succeeded in attacking lidars
with light. Yan et al. [70] managed to jam and spoof ultrasonic
sensors with ultrasound. Attackers can also use acoustic waves
to attack sensors that measure movement vibrations, e.g.,
MEMS gyroscopes [42]–[44] and accelerometers [43], [59].
Post-Transducer. Components after the intended transducer
may act as unintended transducers, converting noise or an
attacker’s physical signal ai into an electrical signal inside
the sensor despite not being designed to do so. For example,
wires in a circuit may act as unintended antennas by converting
electromagnetic waves into analog electrical signals in the
sensor via inductive or capacitive coupling [71]. Since the
injected signal a0i is usually weak after conversion, injection
points before the pre-amplifier are typically preferred so that
the injected signal may have a more dominant effect on the
output than the legitimate input xi .

Rasmussen et al. [72] first suggested adversarial usage of
wires being unintended antennas, but as a possible pathway for wormhole attack [73] rather than in the context of
transduction attacks. Foo Kune et al. [47] first exploited this
effect for a transduction attack by injecting a voice signal
into a Bluetooth headset. This attack employed intentional
electromagnetic interference (EMI) on the conducting wire
between the microphone and amplifier. Later work employed
electromagnetic coupling from outside [48] and inside [74] a
smartphone to inject malicious signals to its microphone, and
compromised actuator control signals [75]–[77].
Attackers must consider how injection using a wave or field
may affect several sensor components simultaneously, as it
may complicate the attack in terms of the needed measurement
shaping steps. For example, sound can vibrate all sensor components besides the transducer, and electromagnetic injection
may induce currents at many parts of a circuit. However, as
we will discuss later, an attacker with knowledge of the sensor
may choose the malicious physical signal’s frequency to affect
targeted components more than others.
2) Efficient Injection and Signal Frequency: The effectiveness and efficiency of signal injection depend on the physical
signal’s form, especially the amplitude and frequency.
Amplitude. An injection is likely to be more effective
with physical signals of higher amplitudes. Shorter attack
distances or increased transmission power may result in higher
physical signal amplitudes at the target sensor due to the
power-attenuation law for physical signals, e.g., sound and
electromagnetic waves [78]. However, in practice, one cannot
easily increase the power indefinitely. For example, a highpower radio frequency signal, laser, or sound may cause damage to human bodies [79]. Inaudible ultrasound at high power
may create audible byproducts [80], [81] due to nonlinear
acoustics [82], [83], which makes inaudible attacks audible.
Frequency. Resonant frequencies widely exist for many
mechanical and electrical components, e.g., MEMS transducers [84] and wires (antennas) [85]. At these frequencies, the
injected signal can reach relative maximum intensities. An
attacker may increase the efficiency of injection at the resonant
frequencies of the target injection point. A standard method to
find the resonant frequency is to conduct a frequency sweep
and search for the highest amplitude response [42], [43],
[47], [59], [86]. In addition to using a resonant frequency,
an attacker may choose specific frequencies to satisfy the
special requirement of attacks, e.g., to be hidden. For example,
attacks that employ ultrasound (> 20 kHz) are inaudible to
humans. Similarly, injecting infrared to cameras makes the
attack invisible. Depending on the frequency, signals can be
divided into two categories: in-band and out-of-band.
3) In-Band and Out-of-Band Signals: Signals with frequencies within the intended frequency band are in-band signals,
and otherwise are out-of-band signals. For example, ultrasound
is out-of-band for microphones that are expected to record
audible sounds between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. Most MEMS
accelerometers are expected to capture movement (mechanical
vibration) under 750 Hz [59]; therefore, frequencies in the

kHz range may be out-of-band. Typically, injecting an out-ofband signal can have two problems. (1) Out-of-band signals
do not directly interfere with ordinary inputs because they
are at different frequencies. For example, one cannot discern
ultrasonic noises in audible sounds. (2) Out-of-band signals
are often attenuated by filters designed to remove signals
outside the expected frequency band. For an injected out-ofband signal to affect measurement, an attacker will require
measurement shaping steps to convert the injected signals to
the expected frequency range, i.e., in-band.
D. Measurement Shaping Steps
Signal injection alone may be insufficient to meet all attacker goals; thus, an attacker may have to take additional steps
to shape the injected analog signals to DoS or spoof the sensor.
A common example being how an attacker may use step(s)
to shape out-of-band signals to in-band for sensor spoofing.
To shape the signal between transduction and digitization, an
attacker may exploit specific properties of sensor components
by properly designing the malicious physical signals. We
define measurement shaping steps as these exploits of sensor
component properties that shape the injected signals. In the
following, we elaborate on how one can group several common
measurement shaping steps across a wide variety of sensor
types and existing studies, and show how these may be
mathematically abstracted to fit into our model.
1) Saturation (Sat.): Saturation is a common phenomenon
in analog electronics referring to how a quantity cannot exceed
an upper or lower bound [61]. For example, as shown in
Eq. (6), an amplifier may become saturated when the input is
beyond a threshold. In this case, the input increment no longer
proportionally increases the output, which leads to clipping:
fi (xi , ni +

a0i )

(
c1 A(xi , ni + a0i ) if A(xi , ni + a0i ) ≤ k
=
(6)
const
if A(xi , ni + a0i ) > k

where A(xi , ni + a0i ) denotes the intensity of combined xi
and ni + a0i , c1 is the amplification factor, and k is the saturation point. For amplifiers, the clipping voltage is normally
determined by the power supply. Similar effects can happen to
other components such as transducers, ADCs, etc. Saturation
is undesirable, and sensors are designed to operate below
the saturation point. However, an attacker can intentionally
saturate a component by injecting a strong interference a0i . In
this way, the adversary may mask legitimate input and DoS a
sensor [45], [46], [70], [87], or let in a DC signal component
for spoofing when there was none [59].
2) Intermodulation Distortion (IMD): IMD [69] can occur
when a signal with two or more frequencies passes through
a nonlinear component. For example, amplifiers, diodes, and
transducers are generally known to be nonlinear; even ADCs
show some level of inherent nonlinearity due to internal
amplifiers [51]. IMD forms cross-products at new frequencies
that are not present in the input signals. Specifically, the output
signals include the sum and difference of the input frequencies.

For example, consider a nonlinear transfer function in a simple
2nd-order power series:
xi+1 = c0 + c1 (xi + ni + a0i ) + c2 (xi + ni + a0i )2
a0i

(7)

Suppose the mixed signals of xi + ni +
contain two
frequencies, f1 and f2 (f1 > f2 ). The output xi+1 of this
nonlinear transfer function contains frequencies at f1 , f2 ,
f1 − f2 , f1 + f2 , 2f1 , 2f2 , and a constant offset. Note that
f1 − f2 may be below the original frequencies. An attacker
can exploit IMD to convert malicious out-of-band signals
to in-band, e.g., demodulating amplitude modulated (AM)
signals [88]. Note that in radio receivers, IMD is a desired
effect by design for down-converting signals to intermediate
frequencies, such as in frequency mixers [89].
An attacker may exploit any sensor component that is
characterized by a nonlinear transfer function for IMD. For
example, Foo Kune et al. [47] utilized amplifier nonlinearity
to recover a baseband voice from the injected electrical signals
coupled from an RF carrier. Similarly, other studies [90]–
[92] managed to recover voice commands from ultrasound by
exploiting nonlinear microphones.
3) Envelope Detection (Env.): Diodes and capacitors are
essential in many circuits, especially for electrostatic discharge
protection [93], [94]. However, they can also act as simple
envelope detectors that demodulate AM signals. Foo Kune et
al. [47] found several capacitor-diode pairs before a microphone’s amplifier that could demodulate the injected signals.
4) Aliasing (Ali.): According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [104], if the frequency of a sampled signal
is higher than half of the sampling rate, the signal will be
indistinguishable from signals of other frequencies [105]. For
example, if the sample rate of an ADC is Fs , then a signal
at frequency f will have the same sampling result as a signal
at frequency Fs − f . This effect is known as aliasing and
typically should be avoided in signal processing. However,
an adversary may exploit aliasing to convert the malicious
out-of-band signals to in-band frequencies after the ADC.
For example, Trippel et al. [59] and Tu et al. [43] managed
to control the output of ADCs in MEMS accelerometers or
gyroscopes by tuning the amplitude, frequency, or phase of the
injected signals. Foo Kune et al. [47] managed to demodulate
the injected signals after ADC by setting the carrier frequency
equal to the sample rate.
5) Filtering (Fil.): Ideally, filters before an ADC should
remove all out-of-band signals and prevent aliasing. However,
in practice it is difficult to manufacture a filter that can
remove all out-of-band frequencies based on the designed cutoff frequencies while passing all in-band frequencies. Instead,
there is a range of frequencies around the cut-off frequency
that is attenuated but not completely removed. For example,
lower-order filters have a wider transition range where signals
remain only partially attenuated [89]. An attacker could exploit
this property to design signals that pass the filter, but following
components cannot handle properly. Trippel et al. [59] found
many low-pass filters in MEMS accelerometers that show large
transition ranges, and thus these filters do not sufficiently
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attenuate higher-frequency signals that affect sensor output.
From the defense point of view, note that though high-order
filters may hinder the exploit of aliasing, they can also mask
the trace of high-frequency malicious signals if the exploit
happens before these filters, e.g., IMD or saturation.
E. Constructing a Transduction Attack
An attacker can build a transduction attack based on the
chaining explorations of various signal injection steps and
measurement shaping steps, which are determined by the target
sensor and the desired attack outcome. We summarize the
basic steps that have been exploited by existing transduction
attacks in Table II. In the design of a transduction attack, an
attacker can construct malicious physical signals by examining
the possible steps as malicious signals go through the signal
conditioning chain of a sensor. To this end, explicit knowledge
of the sensor components and their transfer functions, i.e., the
simple sensor security model, is necessary.
V. D EFENSE S YSTEMATIZATION
We divide defense mechanisms against transduction attacks
into two broad categories: detection and prevention. Simply,
detection mechanisms detect the presence of an attack while
prevention mechanisms ensure proper or trustworthy sensor
output even in the presence of an attack. With these two
broad categories, we analyze and systematize existing defenses in terms of the aforementioned transfer functions and
injection/measurement shaping steps. Table III summarizes our
defense systematization with examples from previous work.

 Electric field
Applicable
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Paper
[45]
[45], [46]
[46], [70]
[70]
[70], [95]
[68], [70]
[68], [70]
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[59], [43]
[59], [43], [99]
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[47]
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[86]
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[47]
[87]
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#
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A. Detection Methods
Detection methods only detect attacks and do not ensure
proper sensor output if attacked. However, they can be a
starting point of more robust system-wide defenses, e.g., a
trigger for activating other preventive measures or a failsafe mode. Detection methods do not modify any existing
transfer functions, but can be modeled as an additional binary function, χ, as shown in Eq. (8), which takes x0 =
[x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , y(= xm+1 )], n, and a0 as inputs (See Table I).
(
0

0

χ (x , n + a ) =

1
0

if it is an attack
if it is not an attack

(8)

Some detection methods may also include an active sensor’s
generated stimulus x0 in addition to the basic parameters of
x0 , n, and a0 . This simple model represents a detection scheme
based on the status (intermediate in/output signals and noise
levels) of each component. Detection methods may be further
categorized by which of an attack’s step(s) the method defends.
1) Detecting Signal Injection Steps: Currently, three types
of detection methods detect the exploitation of injection steps.
Detection by TX Randomization. Adopting randomness
to an active sensor’s transmission (TX) can often assist in detecting transduction attacks. Essentially, sensors with random
transmission schemes may detect attacks when an adversary
should be unable to predict the random pattern. Often, the sensor transmits a randomized physical stimulus and checks that
the randomness is intact in the received stimulus. Any major
changes to the signal indicate the presence of an attack. To
include signal transmitters, Eq. (8) has to be expanded to embrace the transmitted stimulus, such that χ (x0 , n + a0 ; r (x0 )).
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Here, x0 represents the physical stimulus generated by active
sensors originally, and r (·) denotes the randomizing function.
A prime example of a TX Randomization Detection scheme
is a time-based randomization scheme first shown by Shoukry
et al. [106]. In the scheme, the sensor randomly ceases all
stimulus transmission. Then, any received stimulus during this
pause indicates the presence of an attack. While attackers
with higher capabilities may still overcome this scheme [108],
it would greatly increase attack difficulty. Other work has
proposed the same time-based randomization scheme [87] for
medical infusion pumps. In the same line, Xu et al. [68]
proposed physical shift authentication to detect transduction
attacks on automotive ultrasonic sensors by randomizing several waveform parameters.
Verifying Actuation. A system with both sensor(s) and
actuator(s) may detect attacks by probing the surroundings
periodically. Essentially, the actuator delivers a probing signal
to the surrounding environment and compares the measured
response with an expected response. A vast difference between
expected and measured signals indicates the presence of an
attack. The transfer-function notation is similar to that of
detection by TX randomization, in χ (x0 , n + a0 ; t (x0 )) form,
where x0 indicates the preset probing signal and t(·) denotes
the function that converts the probing signal to the environmental response. Prior work has suggested various forms of
verifying actuation detection schemes. Foo Kune et al. [47]
proposed the adoption of a cardiac probe that cross-checks
whether cardiac signal readings coincide with the expected
values after some sort of investigative actuation to the cardiac
tissue. In the same line, Muniraj et al. [107] suggested an
active detection method, which detects the attack based on
“judiciously designed excitation signals” superimposed on the
control signal.
Detecting Out-of-band Signals. Defenders may come up
with an additional receiver that detects targeted out-of-band
signals. For example, as suggested by prior work [44], [86],
adopting an additional microphone can detect resonating sound
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against MEMS sensors. Since sensors require only in-band
stimuli to function, detecting out-of-band signals do not affect
sensors’ functionality, and there can be many other variations
according to the targeted out-of-band signals.
2) Detecting Measurement Shaping Steps: Previous work
describes how to detect certain measurement shaping steps.
Saturation Detection. Several previous studies suggest
saturation detection as a defense [45], [70], [87]. Saturating
a component leaves the component in an abnormal state, that
may be easily detectable with hardware or software support.
The saturation detection function, χsat , monitors if the input
of a vulnerable component exceeds a threshold, e.g., a voltage
level. Assuming the ith component is saturated, χsat can
be modeled as a logical inequality as shown in Eq. (9),
where A (xi , ni + a0i ) denotes the intensity of combined xi
and ni + a0i , and ε is the saturation threshold.
χsat (x0 , n + a0 ) = A (xi , ni + a0i ) > ε

(9)

Detecting IMD Features. Studies have shown that attacks
exploiting intermodulation distortion (IMD) for signal demodulation could leave identifying features in analog signals.
Zhang et al. [90] proposed to search for features of IMD
demodulated voice signals by the intensity at high frequencies
(500 Hz to 1 kHz), and Roy et al. [91] suggested to search
for signal correlation in the sub-50 Hz band. These features
are introduced by IMD and may not be easily erased.
B. Prevention Methods
Prevention methods ensure proper sensor output even in the
presence of a transduction attack, generally by attenuating malicious signals either inside or outside of the sensor. Prevention
methods can roughly be modeled as three types:
P1: Component Modification. A defender modifies an
existing component to reduce an attacker’s ability to exploit
that function. Assuming the vulnerable ith component (fi ) is
improved (fi0 ), these defenses can be expressed as below.


0
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0
fi0 xadv
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Fig. 3: Example of fused transfer-function chains. N chains with different
numbers of internal components (m1 through mN ) are synthesized together
by the combining function C to produce an intermediary output xc . This
intermediary output then undergoes M more transfer functions (fc1 through
fcM ) to yield the final combined output yc .

where xadv
denotes the input to fi under attack and xi+1 is the
i
output of fi without an attack. Thus, modification (fi → fi0 )
reduces an attack’s effect on output (Eq. (10)).
P2: Component Addition. A defender inserts a new
component to reduce the effect of the attack on subsequent
components. In terms of transfer function representation, this
type of defenses can be represented as below.
|f 0 (x1 , n + a0 ) − y|  |f (x1 , n + a0 ) − y|,

(11)

where f 0 is a new transfer function of the sensor obtained
by adopting the new component, and y is the sensor output
without attack in Fig. 2.
P3: Component Fusion. A defender fuses multiple chains
of components, either full chains or parts of chains, to produce
a new combined output. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of combining chains. N chains of transfer functions are synthesized
together to produce an intermediary output xc , which is then
processed by additional M transfer functions to yield the final
output yc . Throughout the combining process, the effect of the
attack becomes suppressed in the final output, yc .
In the remainder of this section, we introduce various
prevention methods built on Component Modification, Component Addition, and Component Fusion.
1) Shielding: Shielding mitigates injection steps by reducing exposure to external physical signals. It can be a simple
solution to mitigate transduction attacks, but occasionally required hardware changes may be inadequate [86] or too costly
to implement. Shielding typically adds additional hardware
and thus corresponds to Component Addition.
Physical Barriers. A defender may add situation-specific
barriers to attenuate external physical signals, e.g., using a
Faraday cage to block electromagnetic signals. However, by
design some sensors must be exposed to the outer environment, and thus physical barriers may not always be applicable.
For example, a defender cannot block a lidar from lasers as
the lidar needs to sense echoes of its own transmitted lasers
to function. Previously discussed physical barriers include
shielding conducting wires [47], acoustic damping [42], [44],
[86], and optical shielding [87].
Attack Surface Reduction. Reducing the attack surface
area selectively limits transducer exposure to external physical

stimuli, thus increasing injection difficulty while allowing the
transducer to remain exposed to intended physical stimuli.
Examination of previous work shows that these reduction
methods can be classified further into spatial, temporal, and
spectral categories. Spatial attack surface reduction attempts
to confine transducer exposure only to the direction of the
physical stimuli to measure. Spatial methods are especially
relevant to sensors that take readings from their field of
view piece by piece. For example, Shin et al. [45] suggested
increasing the directivity of internal receivers/transmitters and
removing curved reception glass in lidars. Similarly, temporal reduction limits the duration of transducer exposure,
and spectral reduction limits the bandwidth of stimulus the
transducer is exposed to. Petit et al. [46] proposed limiting
lidar reception time (temporal reduction) and filtering out
unwanted light frequencies (spectral reduction). Unlike spatial
reduction, temporal reduction would correspond to Component
Modification because reducing the effective duration can be
implemented without additional hardware. Likewise, Spectral
reduction may also be implemented by Component Modification when reducing the bandwidth to which the transducer is
exposed is feasible without adopting new hardware.
2) Filtering: Filtering aims to attenuate malicious analog
signals within the sensor without attenuating the legitimate
signals. These defenses are suitable for sensors that focus only
on a specific part of the analog signal, e.g., a specific frequency
band. In terms of transfer-function representation, filtering
defenses correspond to Component Modification (when improving existing filters) and Component Addition (when an
additional filter is adopted).
LPF/HPF/BPF. A defender can use low/high/band-pass
filters to attenuate frequency bands containing only noise or
malicious signals. In addition, they may also mitigate IMD
and aliasing by blocking frequencies that possibly induce
such phenomena. Previous work suggests a variety of relevant
applications for these filters [47], [59], [90].
Adaptive Filtering. A defender may be able to use
adaptive filtering to attenuate injected signals when simple
low/high/band-pass filters are inapplicable. In the context
of transduction attacks, adaptive filtering methods typically
find some reference of a malicious signal and then use this
reference to filter it out. For example, a defender may augment
a microphone with an additional wire to clearly receive an
attacker’s electromagnetic wave signal, and then use this
reference to filter the malicious analog signal on the sensing
path [47]. Alternatively, differential signaling can be employed
to cancel out the injected signal [42], [47]. Other work has also
employed adaptive filtering in additional contexts [44], [86].
Out-of-phase Sampling. A defender may make an analogto-digital converter (ADC) adopt a special sampling pattern
related to the frequency to which the injected signals are
confined. This strategy can mitigate attacks that exploit ADC
aliasing for output control (Section IV-D4) as shown by
Trippel et al. [59].
3) Randomization: Adding randomness can often mitigate
attacker influence on sensor output. Randomness can be ap-

plied to various components: transducers, ADCs, and even
digital backends such as microcontrollers. This defense can
be subdivided into receiver-chain (RX) and transmitter-chain
(TX) randomization based on where the randomness is applied.
RX Randomization. RX randomization applies randomness
to RX control parameters and can effectively deal with attacks
where the injected signals can only be partially controlled,
e.g., the raw injected signal is fluctuated randomly instead
of a controllable bias [59] or only a fraction of the injected
signal is controllable [98]. Under such partially controllable
cases, attackers often exploit the predictable property of a
certain component, e.g., sampling points of an ADC. Thus,
randomizing the exploitable property may prevent full sensor
output control. These defenses correspond to Component Modification because randomness can generally be adopted without
any additional components. RX randomization can mitigate
ADC aliasing as suggested by prior work on accelerometers and gyroscopes [43], [59]. Randomizing the ADC’s
sampling intervals prevents an attacker from predicting the
exact quantization timing, increasing the difficulty of inducing
controllable bias to the output. However, RX randomization
may have other applications. Davidson et al. [98] suggested
using a random sample consensus (RANSAC) [109] to defend
a transduction attack on optical flow sensors based on the
Lucas-Kanade method [110]. To extract true optical flow from
the corrupted transducer output, RANSAC randomly picks a
subset of features to form hypotheses, then makes all other
features to vote for them.
TX Randomization. Prevention and detection by TX randomization operate on similar principles, but prevention by
TX randomization (TX randomization in short) focuses more
on enhancing the resiliency of sensors against attacks rather
than detecting them. When randomness is added to various
parameters (e.g., direction, waveform, and frequency) of the
transmitted signal, the sensor itself, aware of the random
pattern, can selectively concentrate only on meaningful information. In contrast, attackers unable to identify the random
pattern embedded in the signal may not be as effective. TX
randomization often corresponds to Component Modification,
but may also correspond to Component Addition (e.g., adding
actuators for spatial randomization). It also should be noted
that the modified transfer function lies not in the receiver but in
the transmitter chain. TX randomization has long been utilized
for military applications, especially for radars [111], and for
additional applications. The physical shift authentication [68]
can recover real echoes in the received signal of an ultrasonic
sensor. Petit et al. and Shin et al. [45], [46] suggested randomprobing lidars, which correspond to spatial randomization, to
defend spoofing attacks. Additionally, Shin et al. proposed
randomizing lidars’ ping waveform.
4) Improving the Quality of Components: Sensor designers
may choose to improve the performance of certain components
to mitigate attacker signals, though typically this increases
production costs. The details of a specific component improvement, including the sensor and attack to defend, allows this
class of defense to mitigate a variety of injection and measure-

ment shaping steps. For example, Trippel et al. [59] suggested
using secure amplifiers whose dynamic range is large enough
to cope with the exploited saturation. Son et al. [42] proposed
to redesign MEMS gyroscopes to have resonance frequencies
in non-critical frequency bands. Although specific approaches
were not given, designing acoustic-resonance resilient MEMS
gyroscopes were proposed as a defense by both Son et al. [42]
and Wang et al. [44]. All three cases belong to Component
Modification because no additional component is adopted.
5) Sensor Fusion: Defense by sensor fusion enhances resiliency against transduction attacks by utilizing output from
multiple sensors. They can be divided further into (1) spatial
fusion which utilizes multiple sensors, sometimes different
types of sensors, (2) spectral fusion that adopts multiple
redundant frequencies/wavelengths for measurement, and (3)
temporal fusion which utilizes the history of measurement.
Spatial fusion corresponds to Component Fusion as combines
output of multiple transducers, i.e., multiple chains of transfer
functions. It was commonly suggested as a defense by prior
work [44], [45], [68], [70], [86], and can be applied to systems
which can bear the cost of adopting multiple sensors. Spectral
fusion can be thought as both Component Modification (when
a single transducer suffices for such multi-band operation) and
Component Fusion (when multiple transducers are required).
Petit et al. [46] suggested utilizing multiple wavelengths to
enhance lidars’ resiliency against transduction attacks. Temporal fusion is typically more affordable than spatial as it
does not typically require extensive hardware modification,
and would be close to Component Modification. Previous work
has suggested the use of sensor fusion as a mitigation. Xu et
al. [68] proposed a special filter to remove maliciously injected
echoes in ultrasonic sensors by examining echo consistency
over multiple pulse cycles. Davidson et al. [98] suggested
weighted RANSAC with momentum to increase resiliency
against spoofing attacks. It not only utilizes RANSAC but also
gives weights to each feature according to how consistent it
was in earlier frames. Petit et al. [46] also discussed probing
objects multiple times to limit the effectiveness of attacks.
Additionally, it may be possible to combine spatial, spectral,
and temporal fusion schemes to further enhance security.
VI. P REDICTING ATTACKS AND D EFENSES
High-level analysis of the signal injection and measurement
shaping steps shown in Section IV may aid in the prediction
of new attacks or defenses. A series of injection and shaping
steps behave similarly across various sensor types. We briefly
discuss how these similarities may allow one to synthesize new
attacks through careful analysis. Lastly, we show how someone
using our model may have been able to predict previous work
and follow with a few predictions of future work.
A. Prediction Concepts
1) Attack Chains: Signal injection and measurement shaping steps may be grouped together to provide a quick, humanreadable description of the mathematics behind an attack or
part of an attack. For these series of steps, which we term

TABLE IV: ATTACK CHAINS FOR PRIOR AND PREDICTED TRANSDUC TION ATTACKS . U SING OUR METHODOLOGY, OLDER WORK CAN SERVE
AS A BASIS (BASIS ) TO RETROSPECTIVELY PREDICT SUCCESSFUL ATTACKS (R ETRO .). L AST, WE USE PRIOR WORK , INCLUDING THOSE RETRO SPECTIVELY PREDICTED , TO PREDICT FUTURE WORK (F UTURE ).
Future Retro. Basis

Attack Target
Microphone
Gyroscope

Attack Chain
inject (EM) → IMD → filtering
inject (EM) → filtering → aliasing
inject (acoustic) → filtering

Paper
[47]
[42]

inject (acoustic) → filtering → aliasing

[59]

inject (acoustic) → IMD → filtering

[90]

Magnetometer

inject (acoustic) → filtering → aliasing

—

Accelerometer

inject (acoustic) → IMD → filtering

—

Accelerometer
Microphone

IMD: Intermodulation Distortion

EM: Electromagnetic

attack chains, noting the order of steps is crucial. Different
arrangements of the same steps describe separate attack chains.
Additionally, attack chains share the abstraction of physical
components from the steps they are based on, enabling conceptual comparison between transduction attacks even across
different sensor types and components. Lastly, most attacks
may be described as a chain of fewer than five steps, providing
a quick, human-readable attack notation based in mathematics.
2) Cross-Sensor Transferability: The same attack chain that
employs the same steps (Table II) in the same order should
behave similarly despite sensor type or components exploited.
This property results from how injection and shaping steps are
a mathematical abstraction above the physical layer.
Defenses defined by which injection or shaping steps they
mitigate (Table III) should also behave similarly despite sensor
type or exploited components. Once again, this is because of
steps being mathematical abstractions above the physical layer.
3) Attack Chain Synthesis: One may be able to combine
two or more known sub-chains into new attack chains. One
common method to create a new attack chain is to substitute a
sub-chain in an existing chain with another sub-chain that accomplishes the same goal. The new sub-chain may accomplish
the same mathematical goal as the original, but utilize different
physical components or principles to do so. In doing so, the
new sub-chain may succeed on a sensor or device the original
chain did not. In particular, simply exchanging a known attack
chain’s injection step with a new one may enable new attacks.
B. Attack Prediction: Case Studies
Analysis of signal injection and measurement shaping steps
may allow an attacker to predict new transduction attacks
via the cross-sensor transferability and attack chain synthesis
concepts discussed above. We first present a case study to show
how such an analysis may have aided in predicting previous
attacks across microphones, accelerometers, and gyroscopes.
Secondly, we provide examples of possible future attacks as
an example of our prediction methodology.
1) Retrospective Attack Prediction: Attack chain analysis
of prior work can elucidate conceptual similarities in attacks
across different sensors. These similarities, along with the
ideas of cross-sensor transferability and attack chain synthesis
(Section VI-A), may have allowed someone to predict these

attacks. Shown in Table IV are several attack chains from prior
work. To demonstrate our prediction methodology, we show
how the first two attacks may have assisted in predicting the
second two.
Basis 1: In 2013, Foo Kune et al. showed how to use electromagnetic waves to inject audio signals into microphones [47].
For both listed attacks, electromagnetic injection creates a malicious, amplitude modulated (AM) signal in the sensor. Then
the [IMD → filtering] or [filtering → aliasing] sub-chains
demodulate the injected signal using different principles. The
demodulation results in the malicious audio signal remaining
in the system.
Basis 2: In 2015, Son et al. [42] described how to use acoustic
waves to disrupt drones. First, acoustic waves inject a signal
via vibration of the MEMS gyroscope’s sensing mass. This
signal is not filtered correctly, resulting in errant drone control.
Prediction 1: In 2017, Trippel et al. [59] demonstrated how
to use acoustic waves to control MEMS accelerometer output.
Step analysis may have assisted in predicting one of the attacks. First, analysis of an accelerometer reveals that the steps
of injection via acoustic waves, improper filtering, and ADC
aliasing are possible for MEMS accelerometers. Secondly,
analysis of the acoustic injection step shows how the step may
inject signals similarly to the second basis listed above, but
also that these signals can be amplitude modulated like with
the first basis. Third, the concept of cross-sensor transferability
implies that the sub-chain [filtering → aliasing] should act
similarly to the first basis. Last, the concept of attack chain
synthesis allows the combination of the injection step and the
[filtering → aliasing] sub-chain to predict this attack.
Prediction 2: In 2017, Zhang et al. [90] showed how ultrasonic
waves could control microphone output. Yet this attack may
also have been predicted via step analysis. First, step analysis
reveals that attackers may use ultrasonic waves to inject
an amplitude modulated signal into the microphone. While
employing different physical principles, the injected signal is
an AM signal similar to the first basis. Secondly, the AM
demodulation sub-chain, [IMD → filtering], is also the same
as in the first basis. Last, attack chain synthesis allows for
these sub-chains to combine into a new attack chain, predicting
this attack. Despite different signal types (electromagnetic vs.
acoustic), different components for the IMD step (amplifier
vs. transducer), and different frequencies (MHz vs. kHz), our
analytical methods reveal the conceptual similarities of these
attacks.
2) Possible Future Attacks: To further demonstrate our prediction methodology, we predict possible future attacks using
analysis of prior work similarly to the previous retrospective
prediction section.
Prediction 1: Step analysis predicts that acoustic waves may
be able to control a MEMS magnetometer’s output. Nashimoto
et al. [99], briefly mentioned that acoustic waves did affect MEMS magnetometer output. This seems similar to the
acoustic injection steps for other MEMS sensors in prior
work [42], [59], [86]. Additionally, the improper filtering step

may be available on some magnetometers similarly to other
MEMS sensors [42]–[44], [59], [86], [99]. The aliasing step
should also be available as magnetometer have analog-todigital converters. Thus, one may be able to construct the
[inject (acoustic) → filtering → aliasing] attack chain on
the magnetometer, which is the same as found in previous
work [59]. The ability to construct an attack chain known to
work on another sensor suggests that the attack is possible,
despite the different sensor types.
Prediction 2: Step analysis also predicts that an additional
attack on MEMS accelerometers may be possible by employing the [injection (acoustic) → IMD → filtering] attack chain
demonstrated in previous work [90]. The IMD step may be
available on the amplifier of some MEMS accelerometers,
just as it is on amplifiers on other devices [47], [80], [100].
Additionally, attackers have already utilized acoustic injection
and filtering steps on MEMS accelerometers [43], [59]. Thus,
one could construct the full attack chain listed previously.

the power lines of amplifiers [112] or heating temperaturesensitive components, may also be a direction for future work.

C. Defense Prediction: Case Studies

We discuss how the model enables two predictive defense
schemes that enhance sensor resiliency to transduction attacks.
• Predictive Attack Defense. A sensor designer could employ
the strategy of implementing a defense for every theoretical
attack on a sensor. The model allows a designer to predict
theoretical attacks on a sensor they are designing (Section VI). From this, the designer can adopt a simple strategy
of ensuring there is at least one defense for each theoretical
attack. In addition to the benefit mitigating possible future
attacks, this approach may reduce the loss of time and money
associated with redesigning, manufacturing, and distributing
a new sensor each time a new attack is demonstrated against
a sensor.
• Predictive Step Defense. Predictive step defense employs a
different approach of designing a mitigation for every known
signal injection or measurement shaping step in a sensor.
In the model, a successful transduction attack requires all
steps in its attack chain. Mitigating any step in the chain
will mitigate the entire attack. So, a strategy that mitigates
every known injection or shaping step will prevent all attacks
from exploiting those mitigated steps, including attacks that
have not yet been theoretically constructed. Thus, after
this defense scheme is employed, an attacker would need
to construct an attack chain of entirely comprising newly
discovered steps. Therefore, predictive step defense provides
a scheme for designers to protect their devices against
unknown theoretical attacks at design time.

The property of cross-sensor transferability for injection and
shaping mitigations (Section VI-A) can aid defenders in predicting successful mitigations. To demonstrate this predictive
ability, we analyze how one may have predicted mitigations
presented in previous work. Specifically, we use TX and RX
randomization as case studies.
1) RX Randomization: Defenders may use RX randomization to mitigate an attacker’s ability to demodulate amplitude modulated signals via aliasing on an ADC. Trippel
et al. [59] proposed this scheme in 2017 for use on MEMS
accelerometers, and later Tu et al. also proposed a similar
scheme on MEMS gyroscopes [43]. However, step analysis
suggests that RX randomization may mitigate other attacks
using ADC aliasing. For example, in an attack that uses a
microphone’s ADC to demodulate an AM signal [47], an RX
randomization scheme may mitigate the ADC aliasing step
and defend against such an attack.
2) TX Randomization: Defenders may use TX randomization on active sensors to detect or prevent a variety of attacks.
Researchers have suggested or demonstrated several cases
of TX randomization such as with magnetic encoders [96],
[106] and radars [95]. Step analysis also indicates that a TX
Randomization would apply to other active sensors, such as
ultrasonic sensors [68], [70] and lidars [45], [46].
VII. D ISCUSSION
A. Improving the Simple Sensor Security Model
Our model merely serves as an initial step towards formalizing analog sensor security. Looking forward, we will continue
to improve the model to more thoroughly cover existing
and forthcoming studies. For example, it may be desirable
to abstract new measurement shaping steps exclusive to inband attacks on active sensors that manipulate measurement
by adjusting the injection time [45], [46], [70] or signal
frequency [96]. Incorporating emerging and potential attacks
that modify the transfer functions, e.g., by injecting EMI to

B. Improving Research Methodology
We hope and believe our model and related analytical
methods will improve transduction attack research methodology. This model highlights the importance of discovering
new signal injection and measurement shaping steps, as well
as defenses for these steps. Our methodology demonstrates
how these steps can apply across a wide range of sensors (Section VI-A). Thus, research based on the discovery
or analysis of steps may have a broader impact on sensor
design as a whole rather than only target a single sensor
or system. Additionally, using the provided terminology can
assist researchers and sensor designers in understanding new
transduction attacks and how the attack may apply across
sensors as a whole.
C. Predictive Defense Schemes

VIII. C ONCLUSION
Security researchers and practitioners can use our simple
sensor security model to better express and understand attacks
employing physical signals to manipulate sensor output, and
defenses against them. This model employs transfer functions
and a vector of adversarial noise to allow comparison of
attacks across sensors of different types. The model allows
some predictive capability and enables new defense schemes
to make sensors more resilient against future attacks.
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